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Positron reemission:

Measurement of thin single crystal W{100) films to be used

as Transmission Moderators or He-moderators

D. M, Chen*, K. G. Lynn, R. Pareja** and S. Nielsen

Physics Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory

Upton, "L.I., New York 11973, U.S.A.

Slow positron reemission from metal surfaces bombarded by

high energy positrons was discovered in the early 195Q*s /3/.
-9

This moderation efficiency was ~ 10 fast-to-slow positrons.

However, more recently this efficiency has been increased to

~ 10" /2,3/ thus making these beams of slow positions of

useful intensities in the study of condensed matter physics.

The essential element of these Is the moderator which is a bulk

well-annealed metal (Cu, Ni, _'W, etc 3 for existing beams. High

energy positrons created through g>* decay from some radioactive
58 22sources {Co , Ha , etc.) are implanted into the moderator.

They rhermalize in ~ 1/100 of their bulk lifetime i(~ 200 psec:)

and subsequently diffuse inside the crystal. A small fraction of

them can diffuse back to the incident surface and be reemitted

with a few eV a value characteristic of the moderators positron

work function. In this paper this moderation process will be

referred to as "back reflection reemission"1. However most

of the thermalized positrons penetrate deep into the bulk

and eventually annihilated inside the crystal. Clearly, if the

moderator is thin, one should expect to see reemissicn from the

opposite surface. This process will be called "forward reemission11

and the associated thin moderator "transmission moderator". In

addition to producing a narrow angular spread and small energy



width positrons, moderators are also the basic elements

for the attainment of a brightness enhancement procedure

realized jy Mills /4/. The most important parameter of the

moderator is their conversion efficiency and to a lesser

extent the angle and energy spread of the emitted positrons.

Unfortunately, "back reemission" is the only geometry for

existing beams and the overall best efficiency is about

2 - 3 x 1 0 /3/. Searching for high conversion efficiency

moderators is still an important task for the development of

slow-positron physics. One of the practical reasons for the

conversion efficiency of the back reemission moderator is that

a significant fraction (~ 20%} of the slow positrons reemitted

from the moderator annihilate with the source when they pass by

or stopped by the source, known as the "source shadow" problem.

It is this problem that seriously xestxicts the present use

of Na 2 2 source; /5/ although it has a lent; half lifetime |2.5yJ

and high 6* decay fraction (90%) and can be made in a high

specific activity form. Presently Na' is only commercially

available in a source holder configuration that is about ~ 3"

in diameter thus making its use difficult in a standard

backseattering geometry. There are few groups, who do use

the Na with the original vane configuration and seem to

havs a {jood efficiency /6,7/. Although the angular s-sres£

of the re-emitted positron must be rather large in these systems.

In contrast, such problem does not exist in transmission

moderation for the source is on side of the moderator, the

reemitted positrons are on the other side thus the moderator

also provides a electrostatic shield. A transmission moderator

should therefore be a good improvement for this energy moderation

process, and allows simplification in most optical configurations

for multiple re-moderation or brightness enhancment. This paper

will discuss the new developments using these thin films as a

possible initial moderator or as a re-moderator.

Experimental details

One of the crucial technical steps for this experiment

is to fabricate high quality, Ji.e. low defect concentrations)

self-supporting, single crystal, thin metal films. It has been



reported by Vehanen et. al /3/ that in case of back rsemission,

W{110) moderator provides the highest conversion efficiency

among the materials that have been tested to data. Therefore

W films were chosen to fabricate in a thin film configuration.

A electron evaporation technique similar to Jiertler et. al

78/ was used to produce these films. Initially large mosaic

spread (~10°) molybdenum single crystals were evaporated on

MgO{100) host substrate and this composite served as the

substrate for the tungsten film. In this experiment,

25mm x 25mm MgO crystals of imm thickness, cleaved along 4'iOOJ

crystal plane, were used as primary substrates. The unpolished

substrate was mounted on a Ta holder which maintained the

substrate temperature at ~ 900' C while Mo and W were deposited

subsequently onto the substrate. The vacuum was kept between

1 x 10" and 5 x 10" daring the evaporation* Earlier films

grown in a pressure of higx 10" torr were also single crystals

however there was a large amount of residual interstitial

impurities in these films. The thickness of the Mo layer was

~ 2000 A. The tf-films varied between 1000 A - 1 urn thick- 'The

film thicknesses were determined in situ in both vacuum systems

by water cooled, rate monitors near the substrate- In -estimating

the thicknesses corrections were made for the solid angle. However,

these thicknesses could change especially after removal of the

film from the substrate and subsuquent cleaning procedures.

To obtain the self supporting W-films, H^PQ, solution at

90 - 100°C was used to dissolve the MgO crystal and the Mo layer

was removed thereafter by etching in the solution consisting

of 45% H2S04f 25% HN03 and 30% HjO at 70 - 90°C. Finally, the

obtained 'W-film was investigated by both Transmission X-rays

and some were also investigated by a Transmission Electron

Microscopy which confirmed that they were ;(1001 oriented single

crystal W-films. Before the films exhibited good positron motion

(i.e. long diffusion length) consistent with a defect free film

the samples had to be Seated above 1S00'°C. This positron diffusion

length, was determined by measuring the emitted positronium 'IPs)

fraction versus incident positron energy curve. The removal of



positron trapping centers {i.e. open volume defects) is essential

for a high conversion efficiency moderator.

The positron transmission reemission measurements were

measured with a variable-energy positron beam. The incident

positron energy can be varied from 0 to 100 keV. The

positrons are transported by an axial magnetic guiding field

generated fay a number of solenoid coils /9/. Fig, 1 is the

schematic of our full apparatus in the target region. The

film was placed between a folded degassed (95%) W-mesh,

which also served as the sample heater. Aftar the vacuum

pressure reached better than 1 x 30 torr, the film was
—7 9

treated first by heating in oxygen l~10 - 10 torr) and

then in vacuum ~ 1500°C /10/. This procedure was performed

until the film showed good positron re-emission properties.

In this design (Fig. 1} two £ x B energy analyzers are

installed one on each side of the thin film. Back reemission

as well as forward reemission can be studied simultaneously or

separately. The basic components of the analyzers are a set

of parallel plates and a channel electron multiplier 4CEM3

mounted on one corner /9/. Also attached to the analyzers -are

acceleration plates. They attract the back reemission and

forward reemission positrons into the analyzers. The capacitor

plates ars parallel to the guiding B-field providing trans-

verse E-field. As the consequence of this cross-static electro-

magnetic field, slow positrons are deflected to a height

according to their energies and the fast positrons are

negligibly affected. The collimater in front of the G£M allows

it to defect positrons with the corresponding energy {i.e.

differential energy analyzer}. By sweeping the slow positron

energy (i.e. the sample bias}, a differential energy spectrum

can be obtained. The energy resolution of the analyzer depends

on the collimator size and geometry. In our measurements, the

plate voltages were 7 volts and the total width was about 200 meV

as measured with a !Ji(111) single crystal /9/. When the pass

energy is held fixed, these analyser can be used to measure,

the positron workf unction,, angular distributions and the

reemission yields for different incident energies ,/11/.



The symmetry of the configuration also plays an useful role

for the accuracy of our measurements. For example, the

forward reemission positrons are deflected in analyzer ,#1

and have no chance to come back to the sample region or

into the other analyzer which is detecting the back reemission

positrons. The similar is true for analyzer #2.

In addition, a Nal(Tl) detector was utilized to measure

the integral reemission yields and the positronium fraction

by established procedures /12/. 'The Nal detector was set

perpendicular to the beam path and was about Id cm away from

the ot-nter of the thin film sample. This orientation was

selected to discriminate against the signal contributed

toy the non-thermalized transmitted positrons. Voltage was also

applied on the ACC plates and.the analyzer plates to ensure

that only forward reemission or back reemission positrons

were studied at a time, with the Nal'Tl) detector. For the

data taken with NaKTl} detector no corrections were made for

grid annihilations or background /13/.

£ typical example of the measured differential energy

spectrum is shown in figure 2a. for the ~ 2500 A film from

both sides of the film surface in forward reemission case.

The peak yield has been normalized for -ease of comparison.

In Fig. 2b we show the spectrum of re emitted positrons from

the same surface one in back-reemission and one forward

reemission for an incident energy of 12 keV. The back-

reemission spectrum had to be shifted by -.15 V to have

the two peaks coincide, which is attributable to differences

in contact potential of the analyzers. The positron work-

function ($ ) can easily be deduced from these curves by

determining the difference in the voltage where the maximum

occurs and the half value after the plateau. In these cases

the value of 4> is ~ -3.0 eV consistent with ref. 3.

The case of back reemission is similar to that of forward

reemission yield in that it is also a function of the positron

mean implantation depth and width, the film thickness and the

type of material understudy. Ideally, it would be preferrable

to implant the positrons very close to the second surface uuch

that by -the time they arrive at the surface they are thermalized.

Unfortunately, the actual posiron implantation profile ,/14/

sets limitations for this application /IS/, where the profile



broadens rapidly as the incident energy increases /14/. When

the mean implantation depth approaches the transmitting

surface of the film, a significant amount of positrons will

pass through the film before they are completely thermalized.

Nevertheless, for' low incident energy, the profile is rather

localized. Low incident energy and very thin films, (i.e. greater

than, a diffusion length *> 1000 A') are, therefore theoretically

preferred for a high yi »'*i transmission moderation. For each

selected film and th efcness there exists an optimun value of the

incident energy which maximizes the forward reemission yield- We

have measured both the forward and backward reemission yield

versus the incident positron energy for various thickness tungsten

films with both the Nal(Tl) detector and £ x B analyzers. In

figure 3 the forward, backward and total reemission yields are

shown as determined by the Nal(Tl) detector /11/. This film

had been cleaned a number of times to show this high rescission

yield. Figure 4 shows the forward reemission versus incident

positron energy as measured by the £ x B detector. One can see

good agreement between the general shape of the curves however

the transmission efficiency of the analyzer has not been determined.

The oscillations that occur in the spectra are associated with

energy dependent aeam motion on the thin films which is

associated with the incident positron beam /9/. The positron

beam motion on the thin film produces a variation in the

acceptance and thus the transmission varies depending on th-a

incident energy. Unlike the monotonic decay of the back

reemission yield, forward reemission yield increases as the

incident energy increases from zero, reaches its maximum value

and subsequently decreases. The maximum value of the forward

reemission yield depends on the properties of film especially

the thickness (see Figs. 3 and 4 3. The optimum incident energy

is approximately 12 keV for the ~ 2500 A W-film, and approximately

6 keV for the 1000 A film (figure 5J. The ratios of the maximum

yield in backward reemission to the maximum in forward reemission

is about 3.5 and 2.6 for 2500 A and 1000 A,, respectively.



At the present time we have examined three different
film thicknesses, 1000 A, 2500 A and 5000 A. In each of these
cases the films have been able to be cleaned and exhibit
good reemission properties /IS/- In fact after these films
have been clea.sed and degassed it appears that only one heat
treatment is necessary to achieve reemission after bringing
these films ,to atmosphere. These results have also been
compared to the theory /17/ with the more recent profiles
/14/ and they apper to be in general agreement. A full
presentation of the comparion between theory and the data
is beyond the scope of this paper and will appear in a later
publication /15/.

In conclusion it has been shown that one can produce thin
single crystal W films capable of reemitting positions at
a sufficiently high fraction to be used either as a moderator
or as a re-moderator. Both the impurities ana the defects could
be removed by the appropriate cleaning and annealing procedures,
and narrow beam emission could be attained when the films were
cleaned. This technique would also be a good method for
characterizing defect concentration at interfaces or in thin
films.
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Figure captions

Figure 1. Shows a schematic view of the target chamber.

Reemitted positrons from either sample can

be studied by this configuration. The thin

film samples were inserted between two

accelerator plates and can be rotated both

for angular studies as well as testing each

surface in both forward and backward direction.

One can study the reemitted reemission,, positrons

from the sample in the main chamber by using

the char.neltron electron multiplier KCEM #3.').

Channel election multiplier array labeled

MCP can be moved into the beam position to

examine the beam profile as well as the non-

thernals which are transmitted through the

thin film. A collimator is also installed in

the beam before it enters the target chamber.

Four different thin films can be inserted by

the use of our sample manipulator.

Figure 2a. 'The differential spectra is shown for the

~ 2500 A wnOOl thin film after a number of

cleaning cycles. The spectra have been peak

normalized for ease in comparison and the

incident positron energy was 12 keV. One can

see after cleaning that both samples exhibit

'the same positron workfunctirn from opposite

sides of the same sample. It is worth noting

that the nonthermal fraction 4i.e. voltages

more negative than ~3.4 Volts)) play only a

minor role in this measured spectra.
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Figure 2b.

Figure 3.

The two spectra were taken simultaneously of

a clean ~ 2500 A K(100) film. The (y-axis)

of the spectra are in arbitary units as the

transmission efficiency through the analyzers

is unknown. The back xeemission spectra was

shifted by -.15 V so the two peaks were aligned

for plotting. This is attributable to the

difference in the contact potential between the

analyzer systems. The positron workfunction

1<J> + ) can measured from the peak maximum (2.8 V)

to the decrease to zero counts at ( ~ -.2 V}

therefore the workfunction in this case is

approximately -3.0 V /3/.

The total, forward and backward reemission yields

as determined by the Nal(Tl) measured for the

2500A W(100) film at various incident energies.

No correction has been made for the background

or grid annihilations.

Figure 4.

Figure 5.

The forward reemission as measured by analyser 2

at various incident positron energies,. The

oscillations exhibited in the figure are

associated with the beam movement at various

incident energies which are due to the

misalignments of our accelerator system.

However one can see that the maximum which

occurs around 12-13 keV is in agreement with

the previous figure.

The total, forward and backward reemission

yields as determined by the Nalf'Tl) detector

measured for the ~ 1000 A W O 00) film versus

incident positron energy. No correction has

been made for the background or grid annihilations.

The maximum was about 19% for 6 keV incident

energy positrons. This would be a very nice film

for positron remoderation ,/4/.
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